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SEQUENCINGWITH SERIES-PARALLEL
PRECEDENCE
CONSTRAINTS*
CLYDEL. MONMAf$ euo JEFFREYB. SIDNEY+
One of the most important ideas in the theory of sequencingand scheduling is the method
of adjacent pairwise job interchange.This method compares the costs of two sequenceswhich
differ only by interchanginga pair of adjacentjobs. In 1956,W. E. Smith defined a classof
problems for which a total preferenceordering of the jobs exists with the property that in any
sequence,whenever two adjacentjobs are not in preference order, they may be interchanged
with no resultant cost increase.In such a casethe unconstrained sequencingproblem is easily
solvedby sequencingthejobs in preferenceorder.
In this paper, a natural subclass of these problems is considered for which such a total
. preference ordering exists for all subsequencesofjobs. The main result is an efficient general
algorirhm for these sequencing problems with series-parallel precedenceconstraints. These
probleris include the least cost fault detcction problem, the one-machine total weighted
complction time problem; the two-machine maximum completion time flow-shop problem
and the maldmum cumulativi cost problem.

Infioduc'tlon. In this paper we introduce a class of problems based on easily
verifiable properties.This classincludes many widely-studiedproblems; for example,
Johnson's [0] classicaltwo-machine maximum completion time flow-shop problem,
the one-machinetotal weighted completion time problem, the maximum cumulative
cost problem and the leastcost fault detectionproblem. An efficient generalalgorithm
is derived for solving theseproblems with series-parallelprecedenceconstraints.This
unifies the recent results by Sidney [30], Lawler [16] and Abdel-wahab and Kameda
[2], [3], and extendsa result by Garey [7].
l. Basicdefinitions and notation. Ajob is the basic unit of work to be sequenced.
Each job is characterizedby certain parameters;for example,in the total weighted
completion time problem a job is specifiedby a weighting factor and a nonnegative
processingtime. We assumegiven a set ,f : {1, 2, . , . , n} of jobs to be sequenced.A
sequence
r of & jobs is a function from {1,2,..., k} to ,I and is represented
by
(s(l), s(2), . . . , s(ft)), where s(i) is the ith job in the sequences. A job may appeat
severaltimes, or not at all, in a sequence.Multiple occurrencesof the samejob are
considered to be duplicate copies of that job, i.e., they have the same parameter
values.Sequencesare denotedby the lower caseletterss, t, u, D afld w. A permutation
of,I is denotedby fI. A sequencing
or costfunctron assignsa real value or cost to each
sequence.
A sequencingproblem, on a set of jobs "I with cost function / is to find a
permutation of ./ contained in a set of feasiblepermutationsF which minimizesf, i.e.,
minin4ze/@).
The problem is called unconstrainedif all permutationsare feasible.
The first type of constraint consideredis called a precedenceconstraint.A job i is
said to haveprecedenceovet job7, written i--+j, if job i must occur beforejobT in
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every feasiblepermutation.As an example,it is usuallyconsideredgood practiceto
perform the job of recordingcustomers'paymentsbefore the job of sendingout the
next month's bills in order to prevent duplicate billing (see[8, chapter l3]). These
graphG: ("f, R),
by a directedprecedence
precedence
constraintswill be represented
jobset
from i towardT,
directed
"I and an arc
where the nodes of G are given by the
denotedby (i,,t), is containedin the set R if and only if i--+7.
G' : (J', R') of G = (J, R) inducedby J' e'l hasR' : {<i' i> € R : i' i
A subgraph
e J'j. J' e J is a job moduleof G : ("f, R) if for everyjob ft e J - J' either
(a) k --+i for all i e J', or
(b) i --+k fot all i e J', or
(c) k/>i a^d i/+k for all i e J'.
The term job module will also be used to refer to the subgraph induced by J'.
graphsGt:(J1,R,) and G2:(J2, R) with JtnJz=Q are in serieslf
Precedence
--+
i j for every i € ,I, andT e Jr, and arc in parallel if i#i andj+i for all i e J, and
j e Jr. A precedencegraph is called a chain if exactly one permutationis feasible.The
term chain will also be used for the set of jobs making up the graph and the unique
feasiblepermutation of the jobs. A parallel-chainsprecedencegraph is either a chain,
or a chain in parallel with a parallel-chainsprecedencegraph. A precedencegraph is
calledseries-parallelif it can be reduced to a chain by the recursivereplacementof
any parallel-ihainsjob module by a single(feasible)chain of its jobs. A detailedstudy
graphsis containedin [18].
precedence
of series-parallel
The secondtype of constraintconsideredis called acontiguityconstraint.l'e J is
called a compoundjob if the jobs in ,/' must processconsecutivelyin every feasible
permutation.This type of constraint might occur, for example,if a set of jobs must be
performedat a location a considerabledistancefrom the site at which the remaining
jobs are to be performed. If, in addition, a compound job must processin a
prespecifiedorder in every feasiblepermutation then we refer to it as a string. When
it.ingr are presentthe problem can be thought of as sequencingstrings,rather than
the jobs in the strings, since they must processconsecutivelyand in a prespecified
order in everyfeasiblepermutation.Stringsare denotedby d,7, i,6 and il. Job related
notation extendsto stringsin the natural way, e.g.,i--+7 meansthat string i must
precedestring 7 in every feasiblepermutation. There is also a natural correspondence
"sequence"on thejobs
inFand a
A stringidefines a
betweenstringsand sequences:
"string"
jobs
in
s'
on
the
consecutivelydefinesa
sequences which processes
We conclude this sectionby defining the leastcost fault detectionproblem which is
used for motivation throughout this paper. In this problem a systemconsistingof n
componentsis to be inspectedby sequentiallyapplying teststo each componentuntil
"defective") or all componentspasstheir test (i.e., the
one fails (i.e., the systemis
systemsuccessfullycompletesinspection).Associatedwith each component7 is a
testingcost c, and a probabilityq, of passingits test,0 ( q, ( l. The testsare assumed
'..%1i-ry is
i, Qi= Qs()Qse)
aird so for any sequence
independent
to be statisti'caily
(by
conventiqn0i: l). The
the probability that the ith componentin s will be tested
given
by Xf- 1Qic,rr. The
expectedtesting cost for a sequences of length lc is
permutation
which minimizesthe
problem, denotedb! ZQ,ci, is to find a feasible
expectedtestingcost.i.e,.
mi4imize f Q,'rnr,r.
n€ F ,1,
by
A recursivedefinitionof the costfunction/for ) Q,c,is definedon all sequences
fU):

,i

for job7,
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and
,f(r, r)

: /(t) + q(s)/(t)

s and r,
for sequences

(l)

s of length k.
. . .Qs&)for a sequence
whereq(s) : Qs(rtgse)
2. Unconstrainedsequencing. One of the most important ideas in the theory of
sequencingand schedulingis the method of adjacentpairwisejob interchange.This
which differ only by interchanginga pair
methodcomparesthe costsof two sequences
of adjacentjobs. In 1956,W. E. Smith [31] defined a classof probiemsfor which a
total preferenceordering of the jobs existswith the property that in any sequence'
wherever two adjacent jobs are not in preferenceorder, they may be interchanged
with no resultant cost increase.As an example,define job I tc be preferableto job i'
denotedby i( 7, for ) Q,c, when c'/(l - q,) < c1/Q - tl); that is, jobs with small
costsand large probabilitiesof failing their testsare most preferable.(We define a/0
to be *co when a ) 0 and define it to be -oo when a ( 0. By convention,we say
that a/0: b/0 for all a )0 and b )0 and for all a ( 0 and b < 0.) The binary
preferencerelation
3 istransitiae,i.e,,i<j< /cimpliesthati( k,andcomplete,i.e.,
i < j, j < I or both. we apply the method of adjacentpairwisejob interchangeby
coniideringan arbitrary sequence(u, i , j , a); let (u , i , i, o) be obtainedby interchanging jobs i and7, where i (7. Using (l) we obtain that
f(r,i,j,o)-

f(u,j,i,o\:

q ( u ) ( c , I Q i c ) - q ( u ) ( r i +q i r ' )
: q(u)(c,(r _ q) * cr(l _ *)) < 0.

The inequalityfollowssinceq(u) > 0,Qi ( l,q, ( I and rsi.An optimalpermutation
has thejobs in preferenceorder.
(API\
function/ satisfiestheadjacentpairwiseinterchange
We say that a sequencing
propertl if thereis a transitiveand completebinary preferencerelation ( definecion
jobs satisfyingthe following condition:
For all jobs i and7, i (7 implies that
(2)
u and o.
f(u, i,j,a) { f(u,j, i, a) for all sequences
We say that job i is strictlypreferableto jobi, denotedby i ( i, if i<i butl( i
doesnot hold. Ajob i is minimal(maximal)with respectto ( in a set f lf i e T and
the relation ( on jobs shares
i< j (J< i) for all j eT. As the notation suggests,
propertieswith the relation ( on real numbers.For example,i<i< k or i3i1k
impliesthat i( k.
We now presenta theorem,due to Smith [31], which representsa fundamental
resultin unconstrainedsequencing.
Turonnu I (Sr'rrrH [31]). Let I satisfy the API Property. Then any permutation
satislying the following proper7) is optimal: i 1 j implies that i precedesi in the
permutqtion.
Pnoor. Let lI be a permutation of the form specifiedin the theorem.Such a
permutation exists since the relation ( is acyclic. It suffices to show that any
permutation fI' can be transformedinto lI by a seriesof adjacent pairwisejob
the cost.Considera permutation[I' + fL It must be
withoutincreasing
interchanges
true that lI': (a, j, i,t:), wherejobT followsjob i in lI. (lf all adjacentpairsare in
the sameorder then lI' : n.) By the choiceof fI, i ( 7. Therefore,the permutation
i and7 has no greatercost than ftr' and has one
obtainedfrom lI' by interchanging
of job order with [I. Repeatedapplicatronof this procedure
fewer disagreements
completesthe proof. I
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Given an optimal permutationfI for,/ of the form specifiedin the theorem,fI l./'
is an optimalpermutationfor,/'e "/, whereII l,/'is the permutationof '/' with the
jobs ordered as in fI. Another consequenceof the theoremis that the Unconstrsined
Algorithm, which orders the jobs from the most preferred to the least preferred,
producesonly optimal permutations.This algorithm requiresO(n log n) comparisons
"heap" or a comparabledata
of the form "Is i ( 7?" which can be achievedby using a
structure (see[2]) to sort the jobs according to the preferencerelation.
Actually, Smith's original hypothesisof Theorem I requiredonly a completebinary
preferencerelation ( which satisfies(2). However,for the desiredpermutation of the
theorem to exist, ( must be acyclic. Furthermore,if ( is acyclic then the desired
permutation fI is obtained by repeatedly sequencingnext a minimal, unsequenced
job; the proof remains unchanged. A transitive and complete binary preference
relation S' which satisfies(2) is defined by i( J if and only if i precedesTin fI.
Therefore the classof problemsconsideredby Smith is exactly thosewhich satisfy the
API property.
3.. Parallel-chainsprecedencecontrainedsequencing. We now consider sequencing problems with parallel-chainsprecedenceconstraintsand strings of jobs. "/ will be
taken to be the set of strings, rather than jobs, to be sequencedsince the jobs in a
string must process consecutively and in a prespecified order in every feasible
permutation. The resultsof the previoussectionwould apply in a natural way to the
problem of sequencinga set of strings without precedenceconstraintsif a total
preferenceordering existedon all sequences;simply order the stringsfrom the most to
the leastprefered.With this in mind, we say that a sequencingfunction/ satisfiesthe
adjacentsequenceinterchange(ASI) property if there existsa transitive and complete
binary preferencerelation ( defined on sequencessatisfyingthe following property:
s and /, s ( I impliesthat
For all sequences
a ando'
f(u, t, l, u) ( f(u, t, s, o) for all sequences
- q(s)) <
As an example, for lQ,c,; we define s( / if and only it f(s)/(l
f(t)
- q(t)). We apply the methodof adjacentsequence
interchangeby consideringan
/(t
arbitrary sequence(u, s, t, o); let (u, t, s, o) be obtainedby interchangings and /,
wheres ( t. Using(l),

t'"'
:'rr",)r,
q(r)/(s)
l
13., i,L,,,- q(,)tr(t)+
: q(")U('Xt- q(t))- /(rXt- q('))l< 0.

The inequality follows since g(r.r))0, q(s) ( l, g(t)( I and s( t. Thus ZQici
satisfiesthe ASI property.
The ASI property clearly implies the API property.One difficulty of sequencing
with precedenceconstraintsis that a conflict existsbetweenorderingjobs according
to the preferencerelation and preservingfeasibility according to the precedence
constraints.The following theoremprovidesa meansfor resolvingthis conflict for
parallel-chainsproblems.
THronsu 2. Let f satisfytheASI property.Consideraiob module{i,7} in a general
graph,wherei --+7and 71i. Thenthereis an optimalpermutationwith i
precedence
immediatelypreceding7.
PnooE. Every optimal permutationmust be of the form (4, i "^,/, w). If u is an
lf
then the theoremholds.Supposethat r-ris a nonemptysequence.
empty sequence
hand,
if
On
the
other
the
cost.
(
not
incrcase
i
and
o
does
interchanging
i
then
o
increase
the
not
t'
does
interchangingTand
therefore,
transitivity;
then
/<
trby
.i( o^
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cost. Both interchanges
are feasible,since {i4
is a job module,and result in
permutationsof the desiredform. t
The stringsi and 7 of the theorem whose precedenceand preferenceorderings
conflict can be replacedby the larger string ($ 7). This replacementresolvesthe
conflict and preservesan optimal permutation.This idea forms the basis for the
precedence
following algorithmfor parallel-chains
constraintedsequencing.
Parallel- Chains A lgorithm
S t e p l . I f i - - + T i m p l i e s t h a t i ( T f o r a l l s t r i n g s i a n d / ( i . e . ,( i s c o n s i s t e n t w i t h
-+) then go to Step 2. If not, there is a job module {d,4, where d--+7and 7( i.
Replaced and 7by the string(i, I and repeatStep l.
Step2. Sort the stringsaccordingto the preferencerelation.
Step I of the Parallel-ChainsAlgorithm is justified by Theorem 2. Any preference
ordering produced by Step 2 is optimal to the unconstrainedproblem defined on the
strings produced in Step l; it is also feasible to the precedenceconstraintsand
thereforeis optimal for the parallel-chains
precedenceconstrarnedproblem.
We say that an algorithmfor a parallel-chainsprecedenceconstrainedsequencing
problem is qssociatiaewhen the following condition holds for all parallel-chains
precedence
graphsGr: (Jy R,) and G2: (J2,Rr): If the algorithmprcducesoptimal
permutationsfI, and fI, for G, and Gr, respectively,then there is an optimal
permutationfI for G, in parallelwith G, satisfyingnr:I
l"/, and Ilr:fJlJ2.
Tnronnu 3. The Parallel-ChainsAlgorithm is associatioe.
Pnoor. Let Gr: (/r, Rr) and Gr: (Jz,R) be parallel-chains
precedence
graphs.
Step I of the Parallel-ChainsAlgorithm is applied to each chain independentlyand
producesthe sameresultwhen appliedto G, in parallelwith G, as when it is applied
to eachseparately.A minimaljob in Step2 for G, in parallelwith G, is eitherminimal
in G, or minimal in Gr. Hence,the optimal permutationsfI, and fI, producedby the
Parallel-Chains
Algorithm for G, and G2,respectively,
can be mergedinto an optimal
permutationfor G, which is of the desiredform. I
Conorrenv 4. Let Gr: ("/,, R,) and Gr: (Jr, Rr) be parallel-chainsprecedence
graphs. If n is an optimal permutationfor G, in parallel with G2 produced by the
Parallel-ChainsAlgorithm then fI I J, and fI I J, are optimolpermutationsfor G, and
G2,respectioely.
4. Series-parallel precedenceconstrained sequencing. We now consider the
sequencingproblem with series-parallel
precedenceconstraintsand compoundjobs.
We say that a sequencingfunction/satisfies the series-network
(SND)
decomposition
property if the following condition holds for all permutationss and r of the same
jobset:
If/(s) < f(r) then/(u, s, o) ( f(r, t,u) for all sequences
u and p.
The SND property implies that if fI, and TI, are optimal permutationsfor
Gt:(Jr Rt) and Gz:(Jz, R2) then (tr,, trJ is an optimalpermutationfor G, in
series with Gr. That is, a precedencegraph can be decomposedinto its series
components,eachof which can be independentlysolved.
As an example,lQ,c,satisfiesthe SND property.To seethis,considers and I to be
permutationsof the sameset (note that q(s): q(t)) and consideru and c to be
arbitrarysequences.
Using(l), if /s) < /(r) then
f (", ', t) J@. t, t') : q(u)(f(') /(/)) < 0.
The inequalityfollows,sinceg(u) ) 0.
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Txeonnu 5. IEt I satisfythe SND property. Considera compouttd
iob T e J in an
arbitrary precedencegraph G:(J, R), wheret is an optimalpermutationfor T. Then
there is an optimalpermutationfI for J satisfyingt :fl I T.
Pnoor. Any optimal permutationfor"I must be of the form (u,s,o), wheres is a
feasiblepermutation of ?".Nowflt) < /(s) implies by the SND property that (u, t, o)
is an optimal permutation of the desiredform. I
The previous theorem implies that a compound job can be replaced by a string
corresponding to any optimal permutation for it when the SND property holds.
"preprocessed"and replaced
Henceforth, we assumethat compoundjobs have been
by strings. We now use the SND property to efficiently extend an associative
parallel-chainsalgorithm to solve the series-parallelprecedenceconstrainedproblem.
Tnnoneu 6. Let f satisfy the SND property ond supposewe are gioen an associatioe
algorithm for f . Consider T e J whichforms a parallel'chains iob
parallal-chains
'in
a generalprecidencegraph G: (,I, R), wheret is an optimalpermutationProduc:d.by
the ilgorithm for T. Then-thereis an optimalpermutationllfor J satisfyingt:fllT.
Pnoor. An optimal permutation for./ must be of the form

i l : ( t r | U , ,t r | T , ,n I U r , n l T r , . . . , i l I 4 , i l | 4 * t ) ,
where
(l) Tp 72, . . . , T, partitions T, and
(2\ IJp L12,..., U,*r partitionsU = J - TUsing a proof technique developedin [28], [30] we consider the precedencegraph
G,=(J,R'), whereR'contains all of the constraintsin R plus additionalones so
that:
(l') the subgraph induced by U, is in serieswith the subgraph induced by
(J - Ur- U,+,) which, in turn, is in serieswith the subgraphinducedbY U,*ri and
(2') the subgraphof G' induced by t/ is the chain correspondingto the permutation II I U.
G is a relaxation of G'and fI is feasible to G'; therefore fI is an optimal
permutationfor G'.
Using the SND property we obtain a new optimal pennutation by replacing
III I (.1 IJt - 4*,) by any optimal permutationfor the subgraphof G' induced by
(J - Ur- U,+r).
- UtBy (f) and,(2,),the subgraphof G'induced by (/
4*,) is a parallel-chains
- Ur- U,*r).
prri.d.tr". graph consistingof I in parallel with the chain n l(U
3ince the parallel-chainsalgorithm is associative,T may be replacedby any optimal
permutati;n generated by the algorithm for T. This yields the desired optimal
permutation. I
The previous theorem implies that a parallel-chainsjob module in an arbitrary
precedencegraph can be replacedby a single feasiblechain produced by an associative parallel-chainsalgorithm; this replacementpreservesan optimal permutation.A
precedencegraph, by definition, can be reducedto a singlechain by
series-parallel
repeatingsuctr a process.We call the algorithm to accomplishthis reduction the
ParqlIeI A lgorithm.
SeriesThe Parallel-ClainsAlgorithm is associativeby Theorem3 and producesoptimal
permutationsfor sequencingfunctionswhich satisfythe ASI propertyby Theorem 2.
Algorithm using the
Therefore,a corollary of Theorem 6 is that the Series-Parallel
preParallel-ChainsAlgorithm producesoptimal permutationsfor the series-parallel
cedenceconstrainedproblem when the sequencingfunction satisfiesthe ASI and
SND properties.An implementationof this algorithm requiresO(n log n) compari"ls s ( l?". This time bound assumesthat the series-parallel
,on, of ih. for.n
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precedencegraph is specifiedby a "decompositiontree" as defined in [5]. The
algorithm is a modification of one presentedin [6] for the one-machinetotal
precedence
constraints.See[23]
weightedcompletiontime problemwith series-parallel
for the details of this implementation.
5. Exampleproblems. In this sectionwe presentseyeralwidely studied problems
which satisfy the ASI and SND properties.
(l) In the one-machinetotal weightedcompletiontime problem n jobs are to be
For
on a singlemachine;eachjobT requires4 ) 0 time units of processing.
sequenced
any sequences let Ci :>j-r Ag1 denote the completiontime of the ith job in the
sequences. Each job 7 also has a weighting factor w, and incurs a linear cost of w,
The
times its completion time, i.e., the cost of a sequences of length k is )f=, w"1aC,r.
problem, denotedby Xr,C,, is to find a feasiblepermutationto minimize the total
weightedcompletiontime, i.e.,
minimjzei rn,oQn.
rl€r' Et
by
A recursivedefinition of the cost functionf for)w,C, is definedon all sequences
job7,
and
IU): Piwi for
s and r,
(3)
f(t, t): "f(s)+ f (r) + p(s)w(t) for sequences
s and I of lengthsk and I,
wherep(s) : )f- , p"6 and )v(t) : E j: r w,tofor sequences
properties,wheres ( I if
(3)
verify
ASI
and
SND
respectively.Using
it is easyto
the
w(s\/
w(t)/
p(t).
and only If
p(s) >
(2) For the maximum cumulative excesscost problem consider a single item
inventorysystem.A set of n transactionsare to be postedagainstthe inventory.Each
transactionperformsa fixed sequenceof depositsand withdrawals.The relevantdata
for transactionTis summarizedin its net changein inventorylevel, ci, its maximum
of a typical
net increasein inventorylevel,m,, and its "targel" level,e,.The procesding
jobT is illustratedin Figure L For any sequence
m"roto
s, defineCC::>i:\qt*
job
(by
s
convention
ith
in
the
sequence
maximum
level
by
the
be the
attained
s of lengthk is maximufir<i<r {CCi - e,6r}.
CCi: n"1r).The cost for a sequence
problem,
find a feasiblepermutationto minimize the
by
is
to
The
denoted
CE^^*,
aboveits targetlevel,i.e.,
a
transaction
maximum cumulativeexcesscost of

minimize
*?il1l^ {cq" - en<ir}.
Invenlory
level
Moximum
Finol

Iniliol
forget

FrcuREL

Typicaljob for excesscostproblem.
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by
A recursivedefinition of the cost functionf f.orCE^^* is definedon all sequences
f (i) : mj ej for jobT and
:
(4)
s and t,
.f(t, r) max(/(s), c(s) + /(r)) for sequences
s of lengthk.
wherec(s) : Xf= r c",,,for a sequence
ASI
and SND properties,wheres S I if and only if
verify
the
Using (4) iiis easyio
(
or
(a) c(s) 0 and c(r) ) 0;
(b) c(s) ( 0, c(t) ( 0 and/(r) < ,f(r); or
(c) c(s) ) 0, c(t) ) 0 and c(s) - /(s) < c(t) - f(t).
Johnson's[0] two-machinemaximum completion time flow-shop problem (c-"J
and the maximum cumulative cost problem (CC-J [2]' [3] are shown to be special
casesof CE^ * in [22].
(3) The maximum cost fault detection problem is similar to lQtc,: the saz cost
function is replacedby the maximumcost function. That is, the cost of a sequences of
length ft is maximuftr<,<r {9,"c"(0}.The problem, denoted by Q*, is to find a
feasiblepermutation which minimiles the maximum expectedcomponenttesting cost,

i'e"
*,#,Jll'" -?.111:*?,ncn1i).
A recursivedefinition of the cost function / for Qn'u*is defined on all sequencesby
forjobl, and
f(j\:ci
.f(t, l) : max(/(s)' q(t)/(t))

s and t'
for sequences

(5)

Using (5) it is easyto verify the ASI and SND properties,wheres ( t if and only if
(a) /(r) < 0 and/(t) ) 0, or
(b) /(") < 0,.f(r) < 0 andf(s\/ q(s) > f(t)/ q(r), or
(c) /(')> 0,f(t) >0 and/(s) < /(0.
(4) The totai weightedexponentialcompletion time problem is similar to lwtCt:
cost accumulatesexponentiallyrather than linearly. The cost of a sequences of length
is a constant. The problem, denoted by
/c is )f-, wuoexp(-rC,J), where r)0
permutation
which minimizesthe total weighted
2r,e*p(-rC), is to find a feasible
completiontime.i.e.,
exponential
mininlze f

,,r1a"*p( -rC,n).

This problem is a specialcaseof ZQ,c,. To seethis we note that given a jobT for
job i fot
!tu,exp(-rC,), defined by pi) 0, w, and r ) 0, we can constructa
7Qici,
cost of any
way
the
that
*he.. q,: exp(- rp,) and i,: *,eip(-rp,), in such a
sequenctis the samefor botli problems.JobT is a validjob for )Q,c, since0 I q, 4 l.
A conversestatementalsoholds: Given the data g 1{t ( I and c, for lQ,ct we may
c o n s t r u cat j o bj f o r ) w , e x p ( - r C , ) , w h e r e p r -- l o g q t > 0 , w r : c r / q r a n d r : I ) 0 '
in sucha way that the cost of any sequenceis the samefor both problems.
Table I summarizesthe known resultsfor the exampleproblemsdefined in this
constrained2w,C, and CE^u*problemsare NP Hard,
paper.The generalprecedence
in the senseof Cook [6] and Karp I l].
The reader may easilyadd new problemsto this list by simply verifying the ASI
function/ which satisfiesthe ASI and SND
Givena sequencing
and SND properties.
function/' which alsosatisfies
propertiesit is possibleto constructa new sequencing
One simpleexampleof this is to takef'(t): -fis) for all sequences
theseproperties.
s. Usingthe definitionof the ASI propertyit is easyto show thatf' satisfiesthe ASI
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p"rty usrngs('r if and only if r( r, where( is
a binarypreference
!t
relationfor
This
implies that the pro-bl_em
/'
of finding a ma-rimumcosr permutationsarisfiesthe
ASI property.variations of the examplesiited can also be easily
sho*n to satisfythe
ASI and SND properties.Exampresare the sequencingfunction
for )w,C, il.;;;
*h.tt: ,r.>-0 u.19 is unconstrainedfor all jobJ;, ,atfre.
tfran p,)0 and r+,.
!3ll
4;
unconstrained
for all jobsT; and, the sequencing
functions for le,c, "iif 0o.". g*.r{

H"!?*:il5),

wherec,)0 andIi)0 fora[lobs7,rathertfi'unoq < I and
?
9
TABLE I
Summaryof computationalcomptexity

f

2er,
)wrexp(-

X,,c,
at*

rC,)

Unconstrained

Chains/Tree

[20]
126l
[3U

17l

cnu [l01

t4l,t5l,tel,
[27],[281
c-", [41

Series-Parallel

IrTl
u3lI16]
ccn* [2] [3]
cns [21],[30]

GeneralPrecedence
Open hoblem
Open Problem
NP Hard tl6l [9]
CCnu NP Hard [lJ
C-* NP Htrd[221

5' Concludingremarks. We defined a classof problems based
on easily verifiable
properties. These were solved with series-paralGlprecedence
constraints by an
efficient general algorithm. This algorithm usesinformation
about the cost function
only through the preferenceorder defined on the elementsto
be sequenced.That is,
only ordinal data is necessaryto solve these proble ms.
Cardinal data values are
superfluous'This classof problemsis studiedwiih generalprecedence
constraintsin
l23l and [2a].
The ASI property is one natural extensionof the API property.
other extensions,
for example,consideringpairwise(not necessarily
adjaceni)job interchangesand the
insertionof a job into anotherposiiionin a sequence,
are examinedin
Theselead
to efficient algorithms for sequencingwith general.precedence [23J.
constraintsand secondary criteria problems.
The reader may easily verify that even though the Series-parallel
Algorithm
gro-lucesonly optimal sequences,
it can not producJail optimalsequences
in general.
In [23] strongerversionsof the ASI and SNb propertiesare
definedwhich lead to a
versionof the Series-Parallel
Algorithm which can producea sequenceif and only if
the sequenceis optimal.Thesestrongerpropertiesare satisfied
by )r,c, *t.r"a > o,
and by ZQ,c, where0 1q,<-1.
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Note added in proof. It has recently been pointed out to us by E. L. Lawler that the
Series-ParallelAlgorithm using the Paraltel-ChainsAlgorithm works when only the ASI
property holds. That is, the SND property is not needed.

